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Intoxicants
Substances, generally containing alcohol, the consumption of which causes a state of 
inebriation. Although Islamic law includes opiates, narcotics and other drugs under the 
category of “intoxicants,” the qurʾānic ¶ terminology is limited to terms for strong drink: 
sakar (q 16:67; cf. sukārā, “drunken,” in q 22:2; 4:43); raḥīq (the wine of the righteous in 
paradise, q 83:25; but the Qurʾān emphasizes that the contents of the cups of paradise will 
not result in headaches or madness [lā yunzifūna,q 56:19; cf. 37:47]); and the most often 
attestated term, al-khamr (lit. “wine”), mentioned six times in various contexts. Islamic 
jurisprudence ordinarily considers the qurʾānic usage of this term — particularly in q 
2:219 and 5:90-1 — to refer to intoxicants in general, and not solely to wine. Through the 
interpretative method of analogy(qiyās), the word al-khamr is taken to mean every 
intoxicant (al-muskir). One of the reasons why the word al-khamr is used as the qurʾānic 
terminus technicus for all intoxicants lies in the Qurʾān's proximity to the Semitic and, 
more generally, the Mediterranean cultural region where wine (al-khamr) was both the 
main intoxicant and an important element of Christian liturgy (see christians and 
christianity ). This can be seen in the textual evidence of the Qurʾān itself, e.g. in q 12 
“Joseph” (Sūrat Yūsuf), where it is stated that one of the two prisoners to remain alive 
would pour out wine for his lord to drink (q 12:41; see joseph ). The context of this verse 
indicates that “wine” may be understood, in a cross-cultural interpretation, as the 
Dionysian symbol of life, for the prisoner had just dreamt that he had distilled wine from 
grapes (q 12:36), the meaning of his dream being that he would survive (see dreams and 
sleep ). Both symbolic and literal interpretation has been offered for qurʾānic imagery 
such as “and rivers of wine delicious to the drinkers” in paradise (q.v.; al-janna; see also
garden ), mentioned in q 47:15. The Qurʾān speaks about the act of drinking wine and 
other drinks from goblets (see cups and vessels ) in paradise within an elaborated context 
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of ¶ material culture. Divans, seats, goblets filled to the brink, “wherefrom they get no 
aching of the head nor any madness” (q 56:19), bodies decorated with jewelry, the 
conversations of the inhabitants of paradise: all this describes a qurʾānic ideal of beauty 
(q.v.) and perfected existence (see also material culture and the qurʾān; furniture and 
furnishings; instruments).

Yet, while Muslim mystics (see ṣūfism and the qurʾān ) sang songs glorifying the divine 
wine that does not intoxicate, Islamic theologians and jurists (see theology and the 
qurʾān; law and the qurʾān) condemned, just as fervently, the earthly wine that does. For 
example, al-Zamakhsharī (d. 538/1144; Kashhāf, i, 261), in his identification of 
fermentation as that which leads to the transformation of a liquid into an intoxicating 
substance, extends the qurʾānic prohibition of khamr to include “all drinks that have an 
intoxicating effect” (“…wa-ʿinda akthar al-fuqahāʾ huwa ḥarām ka-l-khamr wa-
kadhālika kull mā askara min kull sharāb”). Two passages are fundamental for the 
qurʾānic prohibition of intoxicants (al-khamr):q 2:219 says: “They question you about 
strong drink and games of chance (see gambling ). Say: in both is great sin, and some 
utility for men; but the sin of them is greater than their usefulness…” and q 5:90-1, “O 
you who believe! Strong drink and games of chance and idols (see idols and images ) and 
divining arrows (see divination; foretelling) are only an infamy of Satan's (see devil ) 
handwork. Leave it aside in order that you may succeed. Satan seeks only to cast among 
you enmity and hatred by means of strong drink and games of chance, and turn you from 
remembrance of God and from [his] worship. Will you then have done?”

Islamic jurisprudence generally under-¶ stands the qurʾānic ban of intoxicants to have 
developed in stages. Commentators of the Qurʾān regularly claim (cf. e.g. Zamakhsharī, 
Kashshāf, i, 260; Ṣābūnī, Tafsīr, i, 270) that between the revelation of q 2:219 and q 5:90-
1, q 4:43, which forbids performing prayer (q.v.) in a drunken state, was pronounced (see 
occasions of revelation; chronology and the qurʾān). This verse reads as follows: “O you 
who believe! Do not draw near to prayer when you are drunken (sukārā), till you know 
that which you utter…” Therefore, q 5:90-1 is considered to be the conclusive and final 
ban of intoxicants by the Qurʾān.

The etymology of the word al-khamr elucidates the precise nature of intoxicants. The 
linguist al-Zajjāj (d. 311/923; Lisān al-ʿArab, s.v. kh-m-r) defines al-khamr as that which 
covers the mind (mā satara ʿalā l-ʿaql). Al-Zajjāj also adds that the cognate khimār 
means “the veil of woman,” because it is something that covers a woman's head. The 
modern scholar Muḥammad ʿAlī al-Ṣābūnī repeats this definition of khamr (li-annahā 
tastur al-ʿaql). The concept of “covering the mind” is understood metaphorically as the 
distortion of reason. Islamic legislation and jurisprudence takes this fact as fundamental 
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in banning intoxicants, drugs and all that intoxicates the body or mind. In the books of 
Islamic tradition, alcohol is called “the mother of all evils” (umm al-khabāʾith). Islamic 
law, pursuant to the relevant qurʾānic verses and to various ḥadīth (e.g. al-khamr mā 
khāmara al-ʿaql), strictly bans every association with alcohol, drugs and intoxicants in 
general, such as trafficking, producing, using as medicine, deriving profit, etc.

Finally, mention should be made of the mystical commentaries of the Qurʾān, which state 
that the drunkenness caused by khamr is but one sort of drunkenness (sukr). ¶ These 
commentaries (e.g. al-Burūsāwī, Tafsīr, i, 341) point to the non-material forms of 
intoxication that can inflame the heart and soul (sukr al-qulūb wa-l-arwāḥ, see heart ).

Enes Karic
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